
CytoReason has long-term collaborations with:

Pfizer, GSK and other leading pharma 
companies: Focusing on inflammatory autoimmune 
diseases and oncology

Parker Institute for Cancer Immunotherapy: 
Focusing on cancer immunotherapy, clinical trials 
platform and identification of biomarkers

Summit Pharmaceuticals International: 
Focusing on the Japanese market

The immune system is a vast, complex and dynamic function lying at the heart of human 
health. The immune system is the body’s “checkpoint” for a multitude of diseases and their 
treatments. It is a cell-based system, and current gene-based data does not provide the 
clear system-level view needed to fully understand the disease, its progress and treatment. 
CytoReason’s unique platform computationally replicates biological processes in creating 
cell-centered models - cell-level blueprints of immune activity within the context of disease, 
affected tissues and drug therapy. 
These continually learning models, that provide a gateway to normally inaccessible data, 
allow for the integration of new data in a way that can deliver not just differences and 
similarities between the model and the new data, but also provide directional insights, and 
causal understanding of the cell, cytokine and gene relationships. 

The immune 
system: Vast, 
complex and 
dynamic

3 core principles set CytoReason apart: 
Delivery of biology to biologists - replicating biological processes to answer biological questions 
Continuous improvement – a learning model that grows with every new data set
Collaboration first, last and always – built to discover & deliver valuable IP to our collaborators

CytoReason: Unlocking vital clues to novel disease targets, mechanism of action, 
patient stratification, indication prioritization and clinical trial risk mitigation

www.cytoreason.com | cytoreason@cytoreason.com
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Discovered: New cellular players in melanoma microenvironment

Discovered: New IL4 mechanism of action in atopic dermatitis

Discovered: Novel pre-treatment biomarkers in IBD anti-TNF⍺ therapy

Discovered: 355 previously unreported cell/cytokine interactions

Our unique 
machine learning 
approach has 
uncovered new 
and validated 
discoveries
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CytoReason integrates your data 
with our Cell-Centered Model, 
creating an unparalleled view of 
immune-system relationships -
aligned to your disease or drug of 
interest, providing insights that can 
enhance discovery, shorten trial 
phases and reduce development 
costs. 
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